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Day 1 – Wednesday 20 November 2013 

 

 

Professor Philip Podsiadlow ski, University of Oxford 

The Fates of Massive Stars and the Origin of Neutron Star/Black Hole Masses and Kicks 

I w ill review  the recent progress on understanding the f inal fate of  massive stars, and the 

dif ferent mechanisms of forming neutron stars (iron core collapse and electron-capture) and 

black holes (prompt or fallback) and the implicat ions for their post -supernova masses and kicks. I 

w ill show  how  this depends on whether the star evolves as a single object or in a close binary 

and discuss its implicat ions for the formation of compact X-ray binaries and relat ivist ic pulsar 

binaries. I w ill also discuss observat ional constraints (from Be X-ray binaries and relat ivist ic 

pulsars) that may help to constrain the supernova physics. 
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Day 2 – Thursday 21 November 2013 

 

 

Dr Michael Childress (Dark), Australian National University 

Ages of Type Ia Supernovae Along the Galaxy Mass Sequence 

The age distribut ion of Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) in a given galaxy is the convolut ion of the 

SN Ia delay t ime distribut ion (DTD) and the galaxy' s star-formation history (SFH). Galaxy SFHs 

have a strong dependence on the galaxy' s stellar mass, such that more massive galaxies (log(M) 

~ 11) formed most of their stars in the distant past (t  ~ 5 -10 Gyr) w hile low  mass galaxies 

(log(M) ~ 8) formed most of their stars recently (t  ~ 10 -100 Myr). The mass-dependent SFH of 

galaxies couples to the SN Ia DTD to yield an evolut ion of the mean ages of SNe Ia along the 

galaxy mass sequence. For galaxies st ill act ively forming stars, the fading of the cosmic star-

formation rate is shallow er than a 1/t SN Ia DTD, so mean SN Ia ages peak at the DTD peak in 

act ively star-forming galaxies. For galaxies w hich have ceased star formation in some quenching 

process, the SN Ia age peaks at the quenching epoch, w hich show s a steep transit ion in galaxy 

mass similar to that observed in SN Ia Hubble residual trends.  

 

 

Mr Tao Hong (Dark), University of Western Australia 

2MASS Tully-Fisher Survey 

As a precursor to the Wallaby Tully-Fisher (TF) survey, the 2MASS Tully-Fisher Survey (2MTF) 

aims to measure Tully-Fisher distances for all bright inclined spirals in the 2MASS Redshif t  

Survey (2MRS) using high-quality HI w idths and 2MASS photometry. Compared w ith previous 

peculiar velocity surveys, 2MTF provides more accurate w idth measurements and more uniform 

sky coverage. HI observations w ere obtained from the GBT, Arecibo and Parkes telescopes. With 

these new  redshift -independent distances, we w ill signif icant ly improve the understanding of the 

mass distribut ion of the local Universe. In this talk, I w ill brief ly review  the 2MTF observat ions 

and the est imations of Tully-Fisher distances, introduce the methods w hich we used to analyze 

the 2MTF peculiar velocity f ield, and present our measurements of the bulk f low , as w ell as 

some simple constraints on cosmological parameters.  

 

 

Dr Signe Riemer-Sorensen (Dark), University of Oslo, Norw ay 

Dark radiation results from Planck and WiggleZ 

The neutrinos provide one of the greatest puzzles for modern part icle physics w ith their mass 

unmeasured from laboratory experiments and room for more than three species. Both quantit ies 

can be derived from cosmological measurements of the cosmic microw ave background and large 

scale structure. I w ill present the new est results from a combined analysis of Planck and 

WiggleZ data. 
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Dr Katherine Mack (Dark), University of Melbourne 

Known Unknowns of Dark Matter Annihilation over Cosmic Time 

Dark matter annihilat ion has the potent ial to have observable effects on baryonic structure 

formation by inject ing energy into surrounding gas. I w ill discuss unknow ns in the abundance 

and structure of dark matter halos and how  these uncertaint ies affect predict ions of dark matter 

annihilat ion power over cosmic t ime. 

 

 

Dr Eyal Kazin (Dark), Sw inburne University of Technology 

Improved distance measurements with reconstructed WiggleZ 

The baryonic acoust ic oscillat ions in galaxy maps has been show n to be a central tool in 

constraining cosmology. How ever, due to the grow th of structure, this 150 Mpc feature in the 

tw o-point correlat ion funct ion becomes slight ly blurred causing a degradation of its distance 

constraining pow er. In this talk I present the reconstruct ion technique w hich sharpens this 

standard ruler by restoring informat ion encoded in the matter density f ield. We have recently 

applied this technique on the galaxy maps of the WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey (0.2< z< 1), and 

f ind the technique successful, signif icant ly improving distance measurements.  

 

Dr David Parkinson (Dark), University of Queensland 

Redshift-space distortions and Galileon gravity 

The motions of galaxies on cosmological scales can be used to test theories of gravity. These 

motions (peculiar velocit ies) are imprinted as distort ions in the redshif t -space galaxy power 

spectrum. We use measurements of the mult iple pow er spectrum from the WiggleZ Dark Energy 

Survey to test for the existence of Galileon scalar f ields. These Galileons are generically 

predicted in modif ied gravity theories such as Massive Gravity, and generate fif th-force effects 

that have characterist ic observat ional signatures the matter pow er spectra. I w ill present the 

current constraints on such theories, and how  future large-scale surveys w ill be able to 

test/falsify such models. 

 

 

Dr Chris Lidman (Dark), AAO 

OzDES - Spectroscopic follow-up of the Dark Energy Survey with the AAT 

OzDES has been awarded 100 nights of t ime w ith the AAT over the next f ive years to observe 

targets in the 10 deep f ields of the Dark Energy Survey (DES). Specif ic examples of the kinds of 

projects OzDES w ill pursue include obtaining the redshif ts for thousands of Type Ia supernova 

host galaxies to help constrain the dark energy equation of state parameter, and monitoring 500 

AGN to measure the grow th of black holes over the last 12 billion years. DES started operat ions 

at the end of August 2013 and tw o runs w ith the AAT have already occurred. In this talk, I w ill 

provide an introduct ion to OzDES, describe its main scient if ic aims and present results from the 

f irst  tw o runs observing runs. 
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Dr Alan Duffy (Evolving, Dynamic) 

Economics of the First Galaxies 

For all their complexity the main propert ies of galaxies appear to obey simple scaling relat ions; 

indeed they often referred to as ' factories for star formation' , an analogy part icularly f it t ing at 

high redshifts. Taking this analogy further, and ut ilising high resolut ion hydrodynamic simulat ions 

of early galaxies w e f ind that a basic ' economics'  model can w ell describe the observed 

propert ies. 

 

 

Dr Claudia Lagos (Evolving), ESO Garching 

Which galaxies contribute the most to the neutral gas content of the Universe? 

We study the contribut ion from galaxies w ith dif ferent propert ies to the global densit ies of star 

formation rate, atomic and molecular hydrogen as a funct ion of redshift  w ith the aim of 

providing guidelines for future neutral gas galaxy surveys. We use the galaxy formation model 

GALFORM in the LCDM framew ork. This model includes a self -consistent calculat ion of the 

relat ion between the star formation rate, molecular, H2, and atomic, HI, gas contents. Our 

model predicts that at z< 1, 70% of the H2 in the universe is locked up in galaxies w ith star 

formation rates in the range 1-10 Msun/yr. Galaxies w ith moderately large star formation rates, 

SFR> 10 Msun/yr, have a contribution increasing w ith redshif t and reaching 40% at z~2. 

Current high-redshif t  galaxy surveys are limited to detect carbon monoxide in galaxies w ith 

SFR> 100 Msun/yr, w hich in our model make up only 3% of the H2 in the universe at z~2, and 

reach their maximum contribut ion at z~3.7, w ith 6%. This contrasts w ith the HI cosmic density, 

w hich is alw ays dominated by galaxies w ith star formation rates < 1 Msun/yr. In terms of stellar 

mass, the H2 density is dominated by massive galaxies, Mstellar> 10^ 10 Msun, at any t ime, 

highly contrast ing w ith the HI density, w hich is dominated by low  mass galaxies, 

Mstellar< 10^ 9 Msun. We discuss the physics behind these trends and the f indings in the 

context of future neutral gas galaxy surveys. 

 

 

Prof Carlton Baugh (Invited Speaker), Durham University 

What can we believe from galaxy formation models?  

The formation and evolut ion of galaxies is driven by many complex, nonlinear processes, such as 

star formation and heating by supernovae and AGN. I w ill describe recent attempts to model the 

interplay betw een these processes and address the robustness of the model predict ions. I w ill 

also give an overview  of recent extensions of the models to look in more detail at  the content of 

the interstellar medium which has opened up the capability to make predict ions for ASKAP and 

the SKA.  
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Day 3 – Friday 22 November 2013 

 

 

Professor Marc Davis (Invited Speaker), UC Berkeley 

Large Scale Structure – Cosmic Flows 

20 years ago, Cosmic Flow s w as an act ive research f ield that abrupt ly ended w hen tw o 

methods of analysis did not agree on conclusions. Since that t ime the data, w ith enormous input 

from Australian astronomers, has recently improved, just ifying another look. The velocity f ield 

generated by the galaxy distribut ion out to 12,000 km/s explains our dipole velocity of 640 km/s 

and the peculiar velocity of all nearby galaxies. This talk w ill be instruct ive for the younger 

students w ho are not familiar w ith 20 years of research, and for the other old-t imers, it  is quite 

beautiful to see how  w ell linear theory f its the observed velocity f ield.  

 

Dr Evan Keane (Dynamic), Sw inburne University of Technology 

Detecting highly-dispersed bursts with next-generation radio telescopes 

The recent discovery of 10 or so Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs) has been a pleasant surprise. The FRB 

progenitors are highly-energet ic, cosmological in origin and not easily explained as any current ly 

know n source. To truly understand the origin of these bursts, and address quest ions as to their 

usefulness as cosmological probes, we need to f ind more, to elucidate their luminosity and 

redshif t  distribut ions, and to observat ionally characterise them better, i.e. improving posit ional 

localisat ion, measuring polarisat ion propert ies and issuing rapid alerts for mult i-w avelength 

follow  ups. Here I present est imates for the discovery rate of FRBs for a number of current and 

next-generat ion radio telescopes operat ing at dif ferent sky frequencies and in dif ferent modes, 

i.e. pulsar-type and imaging-type observat ions. A number of telescopes w ill be able to combine 

impressive sensit ivit ies, manageable pract ical dif f icult ies (w rt scattering and dispersion smearing) 

w ith a high Tobs* FOV product so that FRB discoveries should become numerous. I w ill also 

brief ly discuss dif ferent search methodologies for fully exploit ing the data from these telescopes.  
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Ms Manisha Caleb (Dynamic), Australian National University 

Searching for the Intergalactic Magnetic Field 

Faraday rotat ion of linearly polarized light from extragalact ic sources and pulsars is a part icularly 

pow erful probe of the dif fuse Galact ic Magnetic Field. Major surveys of pulsar Rotat ion 

Measures (RMs) have been conducted over the last couple of decades and nearly a third of the 

know n pulsars have documented RM values. There has been a lot of progress since the 1980s 

w hen the magnetic f ield in the local area of our Galaxy w as f irst  traced by a very small sample 

of local pulsars. The dispersion measure w hen combined w ith the RM provides a direct method 

of est imating the average value of the component of the Magnetic Field along our line of sight 

w eighted by the local electron density. The large-scale f ield structure in the Galact ic disk has 

been most eff icient ly deduced this w ay. The f irst  use of available pulsar polarizat ion data to map 

the Galact ic Magnetic Field, led to unequivocal evidence for a c lockw ise-directed local f ield, as 

view ed from the Galact ic north. It also show ed that the large-scale magnetic f ields go along the 

spiral arms and that the f ield direct ions reverse from arm to arm. The magnetic f ield of the 

Galact ic halo, mainly revealed by the sky distribut ion of rotat ion measures of extragalact ic radio 

sources, suggests a global structure of a tw isted dipolar f ield.  

A new  populat ion of bright transients of unknow n origin (termed Fast Radio Bursts or FRBs) 

represents the f irst  detect ions of coherent radio emission for compact sources outside the Local 

Group. The current theorized rate of FRB occurrences is 104 sky-1day-1 at 1400 MHz, and 

given the FOV and other specif icat ions of Parkes, it  should be able to detect an FRB every 10 

days. In this talk I w ill introduce new  instrumentat ion that may allow  us to make the f irst  

measurement of the intergalact ic magnetic f ield strength and w ill be validated by observing 

pulsars and Rotat ing Radio Transients (the RRATs). 

 

 

Mr Samuel Oronsaye (Dynamic), Curt in University 

Searching for FRBs with the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA) 

This presentat ion reports the results of a test search for Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs), short durat ion 

transients believed to be a result  of violent phenomena at cosmological distances w ith the 

Murchison Widef ield Array (MWA). Trott , Tingay Wayth (2013) have est imated the expected 

detect ion rate of FRBs w ith the MWA, under certain assumptions. In this report, w e present the 

results of the test observat ions w ith the MWA and a preliminary comparison w ith the 

expectat ions of  Trott , Tingay and Wayth (2013) 
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Dr Ew an Barr (Dynamic), Sw inburne University of Technology 

Accelerated acceleration searching and the GPU revolutnion 

In high t ime-resolut ion radio astronomy the speed at w hich w e can analyse observed data is 

often a limit ing factor in the pursuit  of new  science. This is part icularly true in case of the search 

for new  millisecond pulsars (MSP) in binary systems. The discovery of these systems -- notable 

for their uses as unparalleled natural laboratories for tests of gravitat ion, elements in a Galaxy 

spanning gravitat ional-w ave-detect ing interferometer and tracers of stellar binary evolut ion -- is 

notoriously dif f icult  due to the fact that we must search for them not only in posit ion, dispersion 

measure and spin frequency space, but also in accelerat ion (or orbital template) space. In the 

past this has been a prohibit ively resource-intensive exercise, requiring vast amounts of t ime on 

large computing clusters. How ever, the advent of cheap and useable graphics processing units 

(GPUs) has allow ed for a giant leap in processing capability. The use of GPUs has allowed us to 

not only vast ly increase the parameter space in which w e search for binary pulsars, but also 

develop real-t ime searching softw are for both pulsars and other fast transients such as fast radio 

bursts (FRBs) and rotat ing radio transients (RRaTs).   In this talk I w ill present the latest 

developments in GPU-based pulsar/transient searching from Sw inburne and look at the 

applicat ion of these systems to past, current and future data sets.  

 

 

Ms Emily Petroff (Dynamic), Sw inburne University of Technology 

Searching for Fast Radio Bursts at intermediate latitudes 

The High Time Resolut ion Universe (HTRU) Survey is an ongoing project at the Parkes Radio 

Telescope studying the radio sky at 64µs resolut ion. Analysis of only a fract ion of the survey at 

high lat itudes has yielded a populat ion of Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs) thought to lie at extragalact ic 

distances. These bright pulses appear to be non-repeating and are likely cataclysmic in nature; all 

bursts are highly dispersed w ith DMs ranging from 550 - 1103 cm^ { -3}pc. Based on these 

detect ions, the overall rate of FRBs has been est imated at 10,000 per sky per day! I have 

searched a second sect ion of the HTRU data set - medium lat itude point ings at | b| < 15 degrees 

- for FRB events. If  init ial rate est imates are correct w e might expect betw een 3 and 10 events 

to exist in the ent ire medium lat itude port ion of the survey. No such events have been found in 

my analysis. The non-detect ion of FRB events at medium lat itudes gives backing to an 

astronomical origin, as RFI events w ould be expected isotropically throughout the survey,  and 

suggests that Galact ic effects must be more closely considered and modif icat ions to our 

predicted rate may need to be made. 

 

Dr Richard Scalzo (Dark, Dynamic), Australian National University 

Status of the SkyMapper Supernova Search 

After an extensive commissioning period, the SkyMapper telescope is f inally taking observat ions 

in its Science Verif icat ion period.  I w ill give a brief update on the supernova search, including 

the subtract ion pipeline for discovering supernovae and other opt ical transients, and ongoing 

supernova search operat ions, including any f irst  results. 
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Dr Christ ian Wolf  (Evolving, Dark), Australian National University 

SkyMapper update & science 

I w ill (i) present an update on preparat ions for the SkyMapper Survey and expected data quality, 

(ii) out line plans for a public database w ith detailed object classif icat ion and redshif t est imation 

from template-f it t ing and new  bias-free, empirical KDE methods, and (iii) highlight a science 

project to survey maps of star formation changes in nearby galaxies.  

 

 

Dr Emma Ryan-Weber (Evolving), Sw inburne University of Technology 

Metals, galaxies and escaping flux at the end of reionization 

The details surround the end of the dark ages are among the f inal unknowns in modern 

astronomy.  We have yet to discover when the starlight from the f irs galaxies lit  up the 

Universe, ionizing the surrounding neutral hydrogen gas.  I w ill talk about our search for 

intergalact ic metals at the highest observable redshif ts.  The detect ion of metals in the 

intergalact ic medium provides a completely independent measure of the number of Lyman 

continuum photons in early Universe available to reionize cosmic hydrogen.  I w ill present new  

results on the evolut ion of the cosmological mass density of triply ionized Carbon, Omega (CIV), 

from redshifts 4.2 to 6.2.  In addit ion I w ill present w ork on the relat ionship betw een CIV 

absorbers and their galaxy environments and discuss a novel solut ion to observat ional problem 

of the lack of ionizing f lux escaping from high redshif t  galaxies. 

 

Mr Antonios Katsianis (Evolving), University of Melbourne 

Properties of high redshift galaxies 

We invest igate the evolut ion of the Star Formation Rate Funct ion (SFRF), star formation 

rateâˆ ’stellar mass relat ion (SFRâˆ ’Mâ‹†) and Galaxy Stellar Mass Funct ion (GSMF) of z  4 âˆ ’  7 

galaxies, using cosmological Smoothed Part icle Hydrodynamic (SPH) simulat ions run w ith the 

code P-GADGET3(XXL). We explore the effects of dif ferent feedback prescript ions (galact ic 

w inds and AGN feedback), init ial stellar mass funct ions and metal cooling. We show  that a 

f iducial model, w ith strong w inds and early AGN feedback,  is able to reproduce the observed 

SFRF at redshif t  4 <  z <  7 and the stellar mass funct ion obtained from UV-selected samples of 

galaxies at redshift  6 <  z <  7.  At z ~ 4 our simulations are more consistent w ith recent results 

from IR-selected samples. Despite this success there is a tension between the observed and 

simulated SFRâˆ ’Mâ‹† relat ions.  

 

 

Dr Emil Lenc (Evolving), University of Sydney 

Polarisation with the Murchison Widefield Array 

With the Murchison Widefield Array now  w ell into operat ions, a great deal of experience has 

been accumulated w ith respect to the capabilit ies of the instrument. Here I w ill present an 

overview  of long-w avelength polarimetry w ith the MWA together w ith recent results obtained 

during commissioning and early operat ions that demonstrate its polarimetric capabilit ies. 
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Dr Se-Heon Oh (Evolving), University of Western Australia 

WALLABY/DINGO kinematic pipeline: a new Bayesian MCMC tilted-ring fitter 

The WALLABY kinematics w orking group has def ined a detailed strategy to parameterise the 

kinematics of spat ially resolved disk-donomited galaxies from the ASKAP WALLABY and DINGO 

surveys. We designed a conceptual pipeline for extract ing reliable galaxy kinematics, ut ilising 

three algorithms: 2D t ilted-ring f its and DISKFIT w hich operate on 2D velocity f ields, and TIRIFIC 

w hich operates on 3D data cubes. In this talk, I w ill present a new  Bayesian MCMC t ilted-ring 

f it t ing program which implements 2D t ilted-ring f its to velocity f ields, and discuss it s 

performance test using a set of sample galaxies from nearby galaxy surveys (e.g., LVHIS, LITTLE 

THINGS) as w ell as WALLABY-like model galaxies. 

 

Dr James Allison (Evolving), University of Sydney 

HI absorption in HIPASS and implications for future surveys 

Absorpt ion of 21cm w avelength radiat ion by atomic hydrogen (HI) equips the observer w ith a 

pow erful tool to map the line-of-sight kinematics of neutral gas in galaxies tow ards background 

radio sources. Observat ions of the 21cm absorpt ion-line have revealed highly broadened and 

doppler-shifted lines associated w ith radio-loud act ive galact ic nuclei (AGNs). Such studies have 

provided direct evidence of the presence of neutral gas in-fall and out-f low s, indicat ing that 

interact ion between the AGN w ith the int erstellar medium is common.  

Using a method based on Bayesian model comparison, developed for future all-sky absorpt ion 

surveys w ith the Square Kilometre Array (SKAP) precursor telescopes, we have searched for 

cold HI gas in over 200 nearby radio galaxies in the f irst -generat ion HI Parkes All-sky Survey 

(HIPASS). I w ill present results from this search and follow -up observat ions w ith the Australia 

Telescope Compact Array (ATCA). Furthermore I w ill discuss the implicat ions for future 

discovery w ith early science from an absorpt ion-line survey using Australian SKA Pathf inder. 

 

Mr Scott  Meyer (Evolving, Dark), University of Western Australia 

HI Stacking and the Tully-Fisher Relation 

I w ill present an invest igation of the Tully-Fisher relat ion constructed by stacking neutral 

hydrogen (HI) prof ile w idths.  We expect to f ind a correlat ion betw een the w idth of a stacked HI 

prof ile and the maximum rotat ional velocity of the galaxies used in the stack.  We propose that 

this correlat ion could be used to construct a Tully-Fisher relation from a set of stacked prof iles 

that mimics the Tully-Fisher relat ion produced by the input galaxies. We have invest igated 

analyt ical galaxies, simulated galaxies and the HIPASS data set.  We f ind that there is a 

possibility that HI stacked prof iles can be used in place of individual prof iles for use in the Tully -

Fisher relat ion. 
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Ms Eromanga Adermann (Evolving, Dynamic), University of Sydney 

Ultra-Luminous X-Ray Sources: Extreme X-ray Binaries or Intermediate Mass Black Holes? 

Ultra-Luminous X-ray Sources (ULXs) are extra-galact ic, non-nuclear X-ray point sources w ith X-

ray luminosit ies greater than the theoret ical maximum X-ray luminosity for an accret ing 10 Solar 

mass black hole. As such, they have been interpreted as either evidence of extreme accret ion 

rates onto stellar mass black holes (M <  100 solar masses), or evidence of intermediate mass 

black holes (M ~ 1E2 - 1E5 Solar masses), w ith masses much higher than stellar mass black 

holes, but less than the supermassive black holes (M ~ 1E5 - 1E10 solar masses) found in the 

centres of large galaxies. If  ULXs are signs of extreme accret ion, they may shed light on how  

supermassive black holes grew  rapidly in the early Universe. Alternat ively, if  ULXs represent 

accret ion onto black holes of intermediate mass, their study may probe the missing link between 

stellar mass black holes and supermassive black holes. Here I w ill present the results of my 

honours project in w hich I compiled a catalogue of ULXs using a supervised machine learning 

source classif icat ion algorithm, w hich I subsequently used to undertake a populat ion study of 

the ULX sample. 

 

 

Prof Matthew  Colless (Evolving, Dark), Australian National University 

Structure, motions and cosmology from the TAIPAN survey 

The planned TAIPAN survey w ill use the UK Schmidt Telescope to map the redshif ts and 

motions for a massive sample of galaxies covering a large volume of the nearby universe. 

TAIPAN w ill yield the def init ive map of the local large-scale structure, increase the number of 

galaxies w ith know n peculiar velocit ies by at least a factor of 5, give a model-independent 

measurement of the Hubble constant  w ith 1% precision, and provide strong complementary 

constraints on key cosmological quantit ies such as the velocity pow er spect rum and the 

correlat ion betw een galaxies and dark matter. 
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Dr Jun Koda (Dark), Sw inburne University of Technology 

Large number of fast cosmological simulations 

We generate 3600 mock galaxy catalogues for the WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey to calibrate the 

Baron Acoust ic Oscillat ion (BAO) reconstruct ion technique, and measure the covariance matrix 

for various data analysis. In order to perform such large number of simulat ions, w e use the 

COmoving Lagrangian Accelerat ion (COLA) method, w hich can simulate cosmological large-scale 

structure reasonably w ell w ith only 10 t ime steps. Our simulat ion is about 100 t imes faster than 

conventional N-body simulat ion; one COLA simulat ion w ith 1296^ 3 part icles takes only 15 

minutes w ith 216 computing cores, or 60 CPU core hours. We show  the accuracy of our 

simulat ion by comparing w ith the standard N-body simulat ion w ith Gadget2. 

 

 

Dr Fang Yuan (Dynamic), Australian National University 

SN 2013ej, the second Type IIP supernova in M74 

Type IIP supernova is the most common type of core-collapse supernova and believed to be from 

the least massive stars that undergo gravitat ional collapse at the end of their lives. The 

abundance of Type IIP means that they are found in the nearby universe w here the progenitor 

stars can be direct ly observed. Such detect ions have provided the t ightest constraints on their 

progenitor propert ies. Since a supernova marks the end point of stellar evolut ion, these studies 

have also advanced our understanding of massive stars. SN 2013ej is the second Type IIP to go 

off  in galaxy M74 in the last ten years. Its proximity (~ 9 Mpc) allow s us to study the progenitor 

star and monitor the explosion closely. Another relatively w ell-observed Type IIP in the same 

galaxy provides an opportunity for a distance-free comparison that may shed light on the 

correlat ion betw een supernova radiat ion and progenitor propert ies. 
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Ms Jessica Bloom (Evolving, Dark), University of Sydney 

The SAMI Galaxy Survey: Applying Kinemetry to SAMI Pilot Galaxies 

The Sydney-AAO Mult i-IFS (SAMI) is a w ide-f ield system at the Anglo-Australian Telescope 

(AAT), w hich combines the advantages of a mult i-object spectrograph and those of an integral 

f ield spectrograph. The instrument has 13 deployable IFUs. The SAMI Galaxy  Survey began in 

March 2013, and w ill consist of 3,000 galaxies, across a range of environments, w ith spat ially -

resolved spectroscopy. The SAMI Pilot Survey w as the precursor to the full survey. It  consists of 

106 cluster galaxies in three dist inct clusters. One of the primary goals of the Pilot Survey w as 

to study the dynamics of galaxies in cluster environments. Kinemetry (Krajnovic et al., 2007) 

has proven to be an effective means of ident ifying and classifying disturbances and asymmetries 

in the kinemat ics of galaxies. We are developing kinemetry-based diagnost ic tools that w ill 

eventually be applied to the full SAMI sample.  For now , how ever, w e are focusing on the stellar 

kinematics of early-type galaxies (ETGs) in the Pilot sample. This allow s for the tools to be 

tested on a conf ined data set, w hilst  also allow ing us to assess the impact of environment on 

kinematic asymmetries. Here, we demonstrate the progress that has been made towards the 

development of these tools into a comprehensive classif icat ion system, and demonstrate that 

kinemetry is suitable for applicat ion to SAMI galaxies. We present three criteria for determining 

disturbance: deviat ion from standard rotat ional motion as a funct ion of radius; reconstructed 

kinematic maps for each moment of  the velocity and velocity rotat ion f ields; and a calculated 

' average asymmetry term' . We w ill also present some sample galaxies that illustrate the 

applicat ion of these techniques. 

 

 

Mr Joseph Callingham (Evolving), University of Sydney 

A Low Radio Frequency Study of CSS and GPS Sources 

Compact Steep Spectrum (CSS) and Gigahertz-Peaked Spectrum (GPS) radio sources are 

characterised by a small spat ial extent (~few  kpc) and steep radio spectra w hich peak at ~150 

MHz for CSS sources and ~1 GHz for GPS sources. There is a general consensus in the f ield that 

these objects represent the f irst  stage of radio galaxy evolut ion from hot spot motion and 

synchrotron ageing models. How ever, there have been recent VLBI results that suggest some of 

these CSS sources are in fact not young radio galaxies but are conf ined to small spat ial scales 

due to an ambient medium restrict ing the scale of jets. CSS and GPS sources have not been 

studied in any great detail at  low  radio frequencies. For CSS sources, this is the frequency range 

in w hich the radio spectrum turns over - allow ing a possible dif ferent iat ion betw een the ' young'  

and ' f rustrated'  models. In this talk I w ill present the results from my low  frequency southern 

archival w ork on CSS and GPS sources, and the outline the future direct ion of my PhD through 

the study of these sources using the Murchison Widef ield Array (MWA). The MWA is perfect ly 

suited to help w ith elucidat ing the true nature of these sources due to its all-sky survey at f ive 

dif ferent frequencies between 80 to 215 MHz. This survey w ill contain thousands of CSS and 

GPS sources w ith unparalleled spectral coverage at and below  the turnover, providing a possible 

data set to conclude w hether these sources represent young or frustrated radio galaxies. 
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Mr Antonios Katsianis (Evolving), University of Melbourne 

Properties of high redshift galaxies 

We study the evolut ion of the Star Formation Rate Function (SFRF) and Galaxy Stellar Mass 

Function (GSMF) of z ~ 4-7 galaxies using cosmological hydrodynamic simulat ions. We 

invest igate the effect of dif ferent feedback recipes, metal cooling and Init ial Mass Funct ions 

(IMFs). In our simulat ions both galact ic w inds and AGN feedback act simultaneously in a 

complex interplay. We show  that our f iducial model, w ith “ strong” • w inds and “ early” • AGN 

feedback, is able to reproduce the observed SFRFs and GSMFs at these high redshif ts. How ever, 

w e f ind that there is a tension betw een the observed and simulated star formation rate-stellar 

mass relat ion (SFR-M* ). We argue that, in some cases, this tension leads to an inconsistency 

betw een the observed and simulated GSMF. 

 

 

Mr Jack Line (Evolving), University of Melbourne 

Time Averaging and Decorrelation of MWA Visibilities 

Time averaging interferometric data has the advantage of reducing the computat ional load w hen 

calibrat ing and imaging, how ever it inherent ly causes decorrelat ion in the visibilit ies. The Real-

Time System is a calibrat ing and imaging pipeline designed to reduce data from the MWA. Tw o 

effects of decorrelat ion are observed, and their impact on the RTS pipeline are explored. In 

part icular, it  is noted that the MWA correlator does not phase track and so brings it ' s ow n 

implicat ions to the level of decorrelat ion. 

 

 

Ms Aina Musaeva (Evolving), University of Sydney 

Intermediate Mass Black Holes in Dwarf Galaxies 

Supermassive black holes (SMBHs) are the central engines of act ive galact ic nuclei (AGN) and 

are thought to lie at the heart of every large galaxy, including our ow n Milky Way. It is current ly 

uncertain, how ever, w hether AGN exist in dw arf, low  mass galaxies, and if they do, w hether 

they are powered by intermediate mass black holes (IMBHs) - a missing populat ion of black holes 

w ith masses between 100 and 1,000 000 solar masses. The aim of my project is to search for 

IMBHs in dw arf galaxies and study the relat ionships between the mass of these black holes and 

the propert ies of their host galaxies. In order to do so, I w ill use dw arf galaxy samples and the 

second and the third XMM-New ton (2XMMi-DR3 and 3XMM) serendipitous X-ray catalogue and 

Chandra Source Catalogue (CSC). The major science quest ions I hope to answ er are: (i) how  

common are the IMBHs in the low  mass galaxies, and (ii) are the correlat ions betw een the mass 

of these black holes and the propert ies of their hosts are the same in the low  mass systems 

compared to the high mass ones.  

This poster presents the init ial f indings of my project, in part icular: (i) the dwarf galaxy sample 

select ion along w ith the highlights of the promising IMBH candidates, and (i) the HI study of the 

environment of one of the strongest IMBH candidates (HLX-1). 
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Ms Sarah Reeves (Evolving) 

A search for intervening HI absorption in nearby, gas-rich galaxies 

The 21cm HI absorpt ion-line provides an ideal probe the neutral gas in galaxies w ell beyond the 

local universe (z> 0.3). How ever, to derive galaxy propert ies from absorpt ion-line data alone, w e 

need to better understand the condit ions w hich lead to absorpt ion-line detect ions, and how this 

is related to the HI distribut ion. To address this, we have conduct ed ATCA HI observat ions of a 

sample of nearby, gas-rich galaxies. By target ing low -redshif t galaxies w e obtain simultaneous HI 

absorpt ion- and emission-line data, which allow s us to direct ly relate HI distribut ion to 

absorpt ion-line detect ion rate. In our sample we have detected at least one HI absorpt ion-line, 

and w e use the HI emission-line data to help understand the non-detect ions. In this talk I w ill 

present our results to date, and discuss implicat ions for future absorpt ion-line surveys. 

 

 

Mr Adam Schaefer (Evolving), University of Sydney 

The SAMI Galaxy Survey: Spatially Resolved Star Formation as a Function of Environment 

One of the most interest ing unansw ered quest ions in the f ield of galaxy evolut ion is w hat role 

does the environment of a galaxy play in quenching star formation. The next generat ion of 

Integral Field Spectrographic surveys w ill allow  us to measure spat ially resolved star formation 

w ithin galaxies and determine how  this changes as a funct ion of environment density. In this 

poster w e use H-alpha measurements from the Sydney-AAO Mult i-object Integral Field 

Spectrograph (SAMI) to quantify the spat ial distribut ion of star formation in 71 galaxies. This is 

the largest of such studies that has been made to date. For each galaxy, draw n pr imarily from 

the GAMA regions, w e use the H-beta line to determine dust ext inct ion using the Balmer 

decrement. With this information w e then compute the total integrated star formation rate and 

the radial star formation prof ile for each galaxy from the corrected H-alpha luminosity. These 

quantit ies are then compared to the f if th nearest neighbour density. We observe a weak 

correlat ion betw een the integrated star formation rate and environment density. We also see 

lit t le dependence of the radial structure of  star formation on the environment in agreement w ith 

previous studies (Brough et al. 2013). 


